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Reflections on Naturally Plastic  
 

The visual essay, Naturally Plastic explores what it means for something to be natural 

and to determine whether material plastic belongs in the realm of the natural. Naturally Plastic 

argues that plastic is indeed natural for several reasons. First, plastic is natural because it is made 

of atoms, elements, and molecules with organic patterns. Although nature’s surfaces demonstrate 

the Fibonacci Spiral, the interior of material plastic is tied to this pattern through the plastic 

constant, Padovan sequence, and silver ratio. Next, plastic is decayed by the elements like other 

natural materials, and plastic has the capacity to be recycled. This recyclability is equivalent to 

the wearing down and decomposition of other natural materials into more basic matter. It is 

important for nature because it allows matter to be repurposed. Further, the recycling of plastic is 

a human responsibility as humans are the natural forces, like rain or other elements, that process 

and repurpose plastic. Finally, Naturally Plastic explores language as a plastic material. The 

visual essay argues language is naturally plastic because it is made of a finite number of 

subunits, words, that can be rearranged and repurposed an infinite number of times to create 

different meaning. This meaning becomes crucial in the expression of identity. Finally, Naturally 

Plastic argues that plastic, nature, and humanity are inextricably bound as they spiral through 

time working and reworking the same matter and ideas into new forms.  

To justify the aesthetic and rhetorical decisions I made in creating this visual essay, I 

drew on the arguments of the essay, personal experiences, texts covered in this course, and 

outside ideas. I imagined Naturally Plastic as a coffee table book, with double spread pages, so 

each pair of pages coordinates aesthetically. I made this decision because in bridging the gap 
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between plastic and the natural, I also wanted to bridge the gap between digital and print media. 

By doing this, the medium of my essay becomes plastic because it can exist both digitally and 

physically. I chose the font of the essay because it was thin and compact. I decided a thin font 

was best because it acts like the small pieces of plastic I found on the beach. The font simulates 

my experiences of finding something small on a larger page. I believe this to be important 

because it is the feeling of discovery that drove my creation of this essay, and I hope discovery 

will motivate the viewers of the essay too. At times the font is bolded to make it easier to read. 

Further, I made the dimensions of the pages five inches by eight inches because eight follows 

five in the Fibonacci sequence. I did this because I wanted my essay to belong within the natural 

pattern, to strengthen the argument of my essay by embodying a facet of the natural. Lastly, I 

used varying color palettes throughout the essay that are justified individually later on. However, 

in creating the essay, it felt natural to change the color palette. To be plastic felt natural. So, not 

only to the colors on the pages have individual justifications, as a group they perform the 

plasticity I encourage in my essay. 

My revision strategy included attending appointments with DesignLab, finding as many 

opinions as I could, and taking frequent breaks to reflect on the visual aspects and textual aspects 

of my essay. The DesignLab employees gave me the helpful advice to imagine the essay as a 

coffee table book. Once I had some structure it was much easier to execute my visual concepts 

and to write the text of the essay. Additionally, I enlisted my friends and family to give me their 

opinions and help me determine whether a viewer could discern my arguments from the visual 

aspects of the essay. When working alone, I spent much of my time analyzing texts from the 

course to find stylistic choices I could imitate well in a way that would support my argument. I 

also spent a lot of time trying out new ideas and throwing some of them away. Once I decided to 
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include more information on mathematics and molecular structure, I read about all the 

connections I could find between plastic and math, simplified it to fit my point, and drafted the 

text. All in all, every page of my essay has been worked and reworked more times than I can 

count. So, I guess even in creating my essay I performed plasticity.  

The title page includes a picture I took in the Bahamas of a piece of beach rope on an 

otherwise peaceful beach. Not only does the fact I took the picture make the essay more 

personal, it also offers a visual contrast between the “natural” and “plastic” color palette. The 

piece of plastic rope is bright green, whereas the sand is a calm beige. I used these contrasting 

colors to represent their material substance throughout the essay. Further, I made the title word 

“Naturally” in the “natural” beige color and the title word “Plastic” in the “plastic” green color 

because it reinforced the meanings of each word. However, by naming the essay Naturally 

Plastic, I immediately draw attention to the juxtaposition of the terms, forcing the audience to 

reconsider what my motivations were for my choices. Lastly, my name is small, in black, and 

italicized to resemble a signature. I decided to make my name look like a signature because I 

hoped that a viewer might not only use my essay as a way to explore plastic and the natural, but 

also as a piece of art. Thus, on the very first page, I lend the audience several lenses through 

which to look at the essay, hoping they spend a little extra time looking at it from different 

perspectives.  

Next, I include a table of contents and establish the parts of the essay. I decided to do this 

for several reasons. First, Lisa Robertson includes a table of contents in XEclogue as she 

explores the pastoral genre. Since I decided to view the beach as “my pastoral” I thought it fitting 

to include a table of contents. Additionally, I demonstrate the plasticity of language that I explore 

in my essay in the names of the sections. First, I repeat the title of the essay on the second page 
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to again establish the seemingly opposite terms “natural” and “plastic.” Then, I rearrange the 

titles of the parts. The name of each part includes some version of both “natural” and “plastic” 

thereby embodying the natural plasticity of language I explore in the third part. I signal the 

playfulness of the section names through their italicization. This not only differentiates the 

names from the part numbers, but also signals the words in italics are the linguistic plastic pieces 

that are available for rearranging. I thought italics made the words look more lively, more likely 

to rearrange themselves. Visually I decided on a light blue background with a slight darkening 

gradient at the bottom because it allows the eyes to rest. Many of the pages in my visual essay 

are colorful, and I wanted the transition pages to be a break for the viewer’s eyes. Additionally, 

the light blue is reminiscent of the water or sea. This watery blue color helps to remind the 

audience as they experience the essay, that the sea and the beach are the locations of the 

beginning of both my essay and of life.  

The transition pages feature the same watery blue color with a darkening gradient at the 

bottom to allow the viewer’s eyes to rest. However, each transition page has a different small 

symbol to make the page more interesting and pique the viewer’s interest before continuing. For 

the first part, I use a conch shell to symbolize the spiral pattern I explain later on. For the second 

section I use a recycling symbol to represent the important point of that section: that recyclability 

is natural. For the third section I use an open book to signal the topic change to language. 

Finally, the fourth part has a small spiral symbol on the transition page because my essay 

concludes with spirals. These images, included on the transition pages, help the viewer begin 

formulating questions and ideas about the section before they arrive by helping to direct the 

viewer’s thoughts on the section’s title. I felt that these images were necessary because the 
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section names are so similar, that I wanted to be sure that the viewer did not get lost within the 

essay.  

The two pages featuring stars and the Milky Way galaxy not only locate viewer and my 

arguments within scientific fact, they also serve as an example of a Fibonacci Spiral that I 

explain later. I felt it important to include a Fibonacci Spiral on the large level of galaxies 

because I delve into spirals on a molecular level later on. Not only does this connect to the 

course in that our discussions on plastic oscillate between the macro and the micro, but it also 

brings the viewer to the atomic level from which plastics and other natural materials are created. 

Additionally, the discipline of physics that rules space is often considered similar to philosophy. 

I included the definition of “barred spiral galaxy” because it discusses matter on a scientific 

level, and situates the rest of my argument within both the scientific and the philosophic realm. 

The definition also complicates my argument on the plasticity of language as the definition 

attempts to positively identify the galaxy and equates a list of its characteristics to its total 

identity.  

On pages six and seven I explain how the Fibonacci sequence works and connect it to the 

golden ratio. I chose to include the picture of the nautilus shell next to Wasserman’s quote from 

“Seashell Aesthetics.”  I mention briefly that the golden ratio creates the mathematically most 

pleasing aesthetic to allude to the attempt to find a basis for the stereotypical standards of 

“beauty” that our course has grappled with all semester. Additionally, it alludes to Wasserman’s  

arguments in “Seashell Aesthetics” that seashells are often associated with femininity. Through 

these inclusions, I offer the viewer the opportunity to think about the plasticity of identity 

through material plastic identity.  
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On pages eight and nine I pull material plastic into the spiral and pose the questions the 

essay unpacks. Additionally, I include Cronon’s paradox of the meaning of nature to signal to the 

audience that the questions I pose are more complicated than they seem. In page eight I also 

bridge the gap between the opening pages on space and shells and the plastic. I decided to make 

these pages bright green like the title page to signal a drastic shift to the plastic. On page nine I 

include the image “Plastic Pearls”  as another allusion to Wasserman’s work, further pulling the 

Fibonacci sequence, shells, and everything I addressed previously into the current question on 

plastic. Throughout the essay, I include small signals in the hopes that I can pull the reader back 

to some earlier point in the essay to create the very spiral I explain mathematically. Additionally,  

“Plastic Pearls” attempts to open the viewer’s mind to the idea that perhaps plastic can be natural 

and valuable.  

On pages 10 and 11 I explain the connection between plastic and other natural materials 

on a molecular level. But, I conclude the pages with the less scientific and more philosophical 

point that all that we know on earth comes from the same universal matter instantiated into 

different forms. This alludes to the themes we have dealt with all semester on simulation and 

iteration, thereby equalizing the natural materials and plastic. I decided to make these pages the 

bright green “plastic” color because plastic is the subject of both pages. On page 13, I justify my 

exploration of plastic and natural materials on a chemical level with Lisa Robertson’s quote on 

the pastoral from XEclogue. This essay and the questions with which it grapples reaches my core 

as I have a deep affection for the beach and the ocean. So, including Robertson’s quote on the 

pastoral helped me to express the high stakes work I felt that my essay did. I also decided to 

include Kirsty Robertson’s quote from “Plastiglomerate” because it’s a quote from Italo Calvino, 

whose work finds the right balance between play and complexity. Additionally, I quoted 
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Robertson quoting Calvino because it signaled a different perspective for the viewer. In viewing 

the quote from a removed position, one feels like they can more easily understand the quote 

logically and factually, yet Calvino wraps the viewer back into the folds of the spiral by 

enclosing the sea within the individual.  

On pages 14 and 15 I unpack Kirsty Robertson’s quote on the changing beach landscape 

and draw the connection between plastic, nature, and decay. The image on page 14 is a beach 

plastic mosaic I created several years ago. I placed a diagram of the chemical structure of two 

kinds of plastic over it to reference the molecular organization of plastic, as if the viewer could 

almost see the small pieces of plastic breaking down into molecules. On pages 16 and 17, I take 

the chemical structures of the plastic from page 14 and recreate the structures using small pieces 

of plastic I found on a beach over spring break. I call these configurations “recycled” since the 

plastic has been assembled into their chemical structures from whatever plastic products the 

pieces were. Here, the macro represents the micro while also being physically composed from 

the molecular structures. It also alludes to plastic identity, since the plastic arrangements 

represent their most literal interior identities. I chose the colors for the frame around the images 

to match the green and red colors of the plastic within the arrangement. That way, even the pages 

embody the plastic identity.  

On pages 18 and 19, I grapple with the problem of human over-use of plastic and the 

feeling of hopelessness attached to pollution. I am especially proud of page 18 because I visually 

and linguistically pose both the problem of human consumption of plastic and solve this problem 

of consumption with recycling. However, I must acknowledge that the alignment of the works 

along the curve is not perfect. I created separate text boxes for every word, hand fitted them to 

the curve, and it was the best I could do. I even asked the DesignLab if there was a better way to 
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fit the words to the curve, and they could not. So, I admit the visual effect of the page is 

mitigated by the alignment issues, but I think the rhetorical motivation behind their placement 

justifies a not-quite-perfect execution. First, a quote from XEclogue uses the abstract location of  

“there” and invokes similar imagery to T.S. Eliot’s The Hollow Men. The quote from XEclogue 

paints a grave picture of a space without land, and T.S. Eliot describes a “hollow valley” without 

interior. Both quotes understand the implications of this problem on humans as “empty men” 

“fall thankless”. I placed the quote from XEclogue over the Fibonacci Spiral to not only 

demonstrate how pollution and the feelings of hopelessness it causes quickly becomes 

overwhelming, but also to allude again to the Fibonacci sequence. I thought it important to allude 

to the beginning of the essay and to the Fibonacci sequence because it provides another 

opportunity for the viewer to reflect on the issues the essay unpacks. Further, the XEclogue quote 

along the spiral offers one option to humanity. If humanity remains hopeless and thankless, over 

consumption of plastic and plastic management will spiral so far out of control we will truly be 

without hope of ever regaining control. But, the future is displayed quite differently in the image 

with the T.S. Eliot quote. There, the recycling images form a spiraling funnel that the 

hopelessness expressed in the quote falls into. Thus, these two options express my argument that 

recycling and repurposing of plastic is the only natural thing for humans to do.  

On page 21, I use a spiral arrangement of plastic to illustrate the quote on the same page. 

Evelyn Reilly uses this quote from Hegel as the title of one of her images in Styrofoam. Reilly’s 

image is of “The Periodic Table of Thermoplastics” (47). My use of Reilly’s title performs the 

work of repurposing material for another use that I argued was necessary for survival in the 

previous pages of the essay. I signal this argument by quoting Reilly quoting Hegel, not simply 

quoting Hegel himself. Reusing this title also offers a contrasting view of plastic. Whereas Reilly 
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illustrates plastic in a grid, I represent plastic as a spiral. I enjoy this tension between our images 

because it reinforces my essay’s earlier point about structural organization. Just because at one 

moment plastic was arranged in a grid, it does not mean plastic cannot be rearranged into a spiral 

in another moment. Additionally, since plastic connects to both spirals and crystalline or grid-

like structures, plastic can be both linear and curved at the same time. The Hegel quote adds 

another layer of complexity because it linguistically represents the spiral image. The spiral could 

be moving inwards to a smaller point, or it could be moving outwards and expanding. Thus, the 

spiral is free to move and free to move within itself to create another world. Additionally, I 

thought the Hegel quote fitting because it alludes to the Calvino quote on internalizing the sea. 

Thus, I fold Reilly and Hegel back into the spiral of my playful essay. Lastly, I chose to make the 

frame around the image and the text of the Hegel quote the same light blue as the transition page 

before it. I did this because if the pages were a book, they would be next to each other, and I 

wanted them to have a similar color palette. 

On pages 22 and 23, I use Robertson’s arguments on language to argue that language is a 

naturally plastic material. Robertson comments on the construct of gender that I tie to language’s 

fundamental role in creating plastic identities that can change. Further, I argue that language’s 

self-awareness, its knowledge of inevitable repurposing, is what makes it natural. Additionally, I 

unpack the name of the “plastic constant” as an example of language’s plasticity, and I refer to 

my previous pages on mathematics to send the viewer spiraling back to the beginning of the 

essay. I chose to use black and white in the image on page 22 because they are the colors of 

printed paper. I thought this was fitting because language does not use bright colors to announce 

its repurposing like plastic, but instead it simply rearranges its words to create new meaning. I 

chose a black background that does not match the black of the image exactly to create 
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dimension. I thought this was necessary as another illustration of language’s many dimensions 

despite being a two-dimensional image. I chose the image at the center because it is a spiral to 

allude to the Fibonacci Spiral, and it seems foreboding like the quote form XEclogue. But, the 

spiral ends in white rather than black, and I hoped that optimism might help the viewer to 

interpret Robertson’s quotes more optimistically too. If the image ends in daylight, then the 

destruction to which Robertson refers may lead to reconstruction with a new purpose.  

On page 24 I name the image on page 25 to help the viewer integrate the idea that 

language is a plastic material with the concept that material plastic is recyclable and reusable. I 

called the image “New Function New Form.” The image features many decayed plastic pieces 

that have obvious functions. The italicized occurrences of “new” and the inclusion of both 

“function” and form” in the title seem to contradict the image of discarded plastic objects. But, 

through this contradiction, I hoped to encourage the viewer to look for other possible uses for 

these objects. I had hoped to help train the viewer to become a better recycler and more 

imaginative. Additionally, the italicized occurrences of “new” speaks to the plasticity of 

language that I unpacked in the previous pages. The italics signal that perhaps there is something 

new about the meaning of “new”. Visually, I presented the image in a background of black and 

white and with a title in white on a black background because the colors did not overwhelm the 

image yet they demand the viewer respect the image and linger a little while. Through the 

inclusion of the simple yet bold colors and font, the pages demand the viewer’s attention and 

respect.  

On pages 26 and 27 I begin the fourth part and conclude the essay. On page 27, I 

summarize my argument on the naturalness of plastic and push the reader again to consider 

recycling a human responsibility and humans as the natural force to facilitate the management of 
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plastic. Additionally, I attempt to create a sentence like Reilly’s “to ride on the heat of y/our own 

melting/ to melt on the foam or y/our own molding) (61). My sentence is plastic/nature is 

natural/plastic. While I had been hoping to recreate something like Reilly’s unique poetic style 

throughout the essay, ironically it came to me “naturally” at the end. This sentence could mean a 

lot of things. It could mean plastic is natural, or nature is plastic, or plastic nature is natural 

plastic. Or it could mean any other combination or all of those things at once. Through the use of 

forward slashes, the sentence calls into question the opposition between nature and plastic. But 

when the sentence is read, the boundaries between oppositions become blurred. Not only does 

this sentence attempt to imitate Reilly’s poetry, but it also attempts to summarize yet again the 

plasticity of language, nature, and plastic. Nature, plastic, and language change constantly into 

different forms, and this sentence gives the audience an opportunity to try out a few 

combinations for themselves.  

The last two pages of the essay reinforce the connection between humans, nature, and 

plastic and feature a conch shell with plastic pieces on its spiral. The background fades from the 

“plastic” green to the “natural” beige to illustrate the merging of the concept of the natural with 

plastic. These colors also return the viewer to the beginning of the essay and to the beginning of 

the spiral. The penultimate page features the full length of the conch, and the final page looks 

down at the spiral’s point. The two pictures provide different perspectives of the conch but bring 

the viewer to the same conclusion. Plastic is part of the natural. The final sentence from the essay 

is repeated to add emphasis to the inseparable bond between humans, nature, and plastic. On 

each page the words overlap the background and image to unify the three parts. Half of the 

sentence rests on the penultimate page, and half rests on the last. The words are aligned so that if 

printed in a book, the sentence meets in the middle near the binding to join the two halves, and 
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all six components, to complete the last sentence. This unity on all levels of visual composition 

provides the viewer with a steady footing to approach the future with the insight my essay seeks 

to provide.  
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